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Abstract This study tests the hypothesis that distributional information can guide infants
in the generalization of word order movement rules at the initial stage of language acqui-
sition. Participants were 11- and 14-month-old infants. Stimuli were sentences in Russian,
a language that was unknown to our infants. During training the word order of each sentence
was transformed following a consistent pattern (e.g., ABC–BAC). During the test phase
infants heard novel sentences that respected the trained rule and ones that violated the trained
rule (i.e., a different transformation such as ABC–ACB). Stimuli words had highly variable
phonological and morphological shapes. The cue available was the positional information of
words and their non-adjacent relations across sentences. We found that 14-month-olds, but
not 11-month-olds, showed evidence of abstract rule generalization to novel instances. The
implications of this finding to early syntactic acquisition are discussed.

Keywords Rule abstraction · Distributional based rule learning · Infant language
development

Introduction

During the first few years of life children rapidly acquire various aspects of their ambient
language. Important learning occurs even before infants start producing words and under-
standing utterances, as revealed by infant perceptual experimental work. One remarkable
early ability concerns infants’ processing of distributional cues in the input, such as the
frequency of certain elements and the adjacent and non-adjacent co-occurrence patterns of
elements in utterances. For example, before their first birthday, infants use distributional
information to learn phonetic categories (e.g., Anderson et al. 2003; Maye et al. 2002)
and to segment words from continuous speech (e.g., Saffran et al. 1996). After 1 year of
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age, infants also use distributional regularities of input speech to learn the syntactic struc-
tures of their language, such as grammatical categories (e.g., Höhle et al. 2004; Shi and
Melançon 2010) and non-adjacent syntactic relations (Höhle et al. 2006; Santelmann and
Jusczyk 1998; Van Heugten and Shi 2010). Gómez (2002) showed that the relation between
specific non-adjacent words (for instance, the relation between a and b words in aXb) is
learned by infants only when the intervening element (e.g., X word) is highly variable in
its distribution across utterances (i.e., many variable X words across different aXb exem-
plars). The existing literature thus suggests that distributional processing plays an important
role in early language development. The specific interest of our present study concerns the
impact of distributional processing on infants’ initial acquisition of abstract grammatical
rules.

Abstract rules are a crucial part of grammatical knowledge. During language acquisition,
children not only learn specific exemplars from the input, but also need to generalize abstract
rules based on specific instances that follow consistent patterns. Knowledge of abstract rules
includes the ability to apply the rules to novel instances. For example, if a certain suffix is
consistently heard for the past tense of verbs, the child may derive a general rule and apply
it to known and novel verbs whose suffixed forms have never been encountered in the input.
Learning abstract rules, however, is not trivial for children because parents do not overtly
“teach” any rules. The child must discover the rules that are implicitly encoded in input
exemplars.

The question of rule abstraction has received growing attention in the field of child lan-
guage. Researchers are particularly interested in determining the mechanism underlying
abstract rule learning. A few recent experimental infant studies have yielded insightful find-
ings about abstract rule learning at the early stage. In a study by Marcus and colleagues
(Marcus et al. 1999), infants aged 7 months were trained with an artificial language con-
sisting of three-syllable utterances which all followed a consistent pattern, such as AAB
(e.g., le le di; wi wi je). After training, infants were tested with novel utterances comprising
entirely new vocabulary items. These utterances respected the trained pattern (e.g., AAB:
ba ba po) in some trials and violated this pattern (e.g., ABA: ba po ba) in other trials.
Infants showed evidence of recognizing the novel utterances that were consistent with the
trained pattern. This result demonstrated that infants at the earliest stage of language devel-
opment can perform rule abstraction based entirely on the distributional regularities of input
speech.

The finding of Marcus et al. (1999) was later replicated by Gerken (2006) with 9-month-
old infants. Gerken (2006) used the same kind of artificial language involving repeated
elements (e.g., AAB vs. ABA). In addition, Gerken’s study examined how variability of
the input may affect the level of abstractness in infants’ rule hypotheses. She found that
high variability led to more abstract generalizations, whereas low variability led to the
learning of specific items. In particular, when the A and B syllables during training were
highly variable across many different utterances (e.g., le le di; wi wi je; ji ji li, etc), as
in Marcus et al. (1999), infants formed an abstract generalization that would allow any
novel syllables to be A or B categories. However, when one syllable, such as—di, was
consistently present at the final position across training utterances (e.g., le le di; wi wi
di; ji ji di, etc.), the rule that infants formed was specific for that position, in that only
the—di word was permitted at the final position (e.g., AAdi). The results of Marcus et al.
(1999) and Gerken (2006) suggest that the ability to learn rules is present at an early age,
and that the level of abstractness responds closely to the distributional properties of the
input.
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Researchers are also interested in how distributional properties of the input may affect
grammatical categorization (such as nouns, verbs, articles). In an artificial language study
Valian and Coulson (1988) showed that frequent occurrence of a few function-word-like
markers and high variability of their adjacent open-class words were factors that assisted
adults in learning grammatical categorization. Whereas Valian and Coulson’s study used the
same training vocabulary for their testing phase, Gómez and LaKusta (2004) examined learn-
ers’ abstraction of category relationships with novel test vocabulary items. In one of their
experiments 12-month-old infants were trained with artificial language utterances exhibit-
ing a consistent pattern such as aXbY, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ were a few specific marker words
comparable to function words such as articles, and X and Y were words resembling open-
class words. During training, X represented various words all having the same number of
syllables (e.g., monosyllabic), and Y were variable words having another consistent pattern
(e.g., bi-syllabic). Testing materials contained novel X and Y words and the specific a and
b marker words from the training input. Infants showed evidence of abstracting the syllable
number properties of X and Y training words and their association with the specific a and
b words. They discriminated the novel test utterances that conformed to the trained pattern
(e.g., aXbY) from those that violated the pattern (e.g., aYbX). Both high variability (e.g.,
many different monosyllabic words for X) and consistent association of X and Y words
with the marker words (e.g., ‘a’ co-occurring with monosyllabic X, and ‘b’ with bi-syl-
labic Y) appeared to have contributed to infants’ abstraction of the category patterns to novel
instances.

Perceptual studies on rule abstraction in infants have been sparse. In the present study we
extended the previous experimental work discussed above and examined the earliest ability
to learn abstract rules involving non-adjacent elements across sentences. Such rules occur
commonly in syntactic structures of human languages. For example, learning an ABC–BAC
rule would require tracking pairs of sentences containing consistently inverted words (such as
the case of A and B words in ABC–BAC). This resembles the yes-no question rule for copulas
in English (i.e., involving related pairs such as “He is a boy.”—“Is he a boy?”). To learn the
rule at the abstract level (at least beyond specific exemplars), the learner needs to attend to
the non-adjacent relationship within each pair and across pairs of sentences. Recent exper-
iments with word order patterns in an artificial language (Wonnacott et al. 2008) showed
that adults can track word movements in pairs of sentences when semantic and distribu-
tional cues are both available in the training input. In the present study our stimuli contained
distributional cues but no semantic cues. We trained infants with many pairs of sentences
conforming to a consistent pattern (such as ABC–BAC), and we then tested their ability to
abstract this rule (i.e., recognizing the grammaticality of novel sentences that respected the
trained rule).

One key characteristic of our study is that our stimuli were created from natural language
materials. The previous infant experiments on rule abstraction discussed above employed
artificial languages, with all factors removed except distributional cues. This was an effective
approach to control for semantic factors and any prior language exposure in the environ-
ment. In our study we used a natural language, Russian, that was unknown to our infants,
thus enabling us to control for semantics and prior exposure while achieving naturalness. An
advantage of using Russian was that different word orders in sentences are all acceptable,
which allowed our stimuli sentences with varying word orders to be produced with equal
fluency. Furthermore, given that the words we used were highly diversified in the number
of syllables, syllabic internal structures and phonological/morphological characteristics, our
task was harder than those of Marcus et al. (1999); Gerken (2006) and Gómez and LaKusta
(2004).
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Experiment 1

Methods

Participants and Materials

Sixteen 11-month-old infants (mean age: 11 months 10 days; range: 11 months 3 days—
11 months 27 days) completed the experiment. The infants were from various linguistic
backgrounds (14 French; 1 English; 1 Spanish). None of them had any prior exposure to
Russian. Six additional infants were tested, but their data were excluded due to failure to
complete the task (2), ceiling looking across the entire test phase (1), experimenter errors
(2), and parental interference (1).

We created 12 Russian sentences. Each sentence contained three words in a Subject–
Verb–Subordinate (S–V–Sbd) structure. The words used for these sentences had no con-
sistent morpho-syntactic markings. All the words were highly variable in phonotactic and
morphological properties, and in the number of syllables. Using these sentences, we con-
structed two languages that involved different types of word-order movement. Language
1 consisted of the 12 S–V–Sbd sentences and the moved version of each sentence (into
V–S–Sbd). For example, the sentence “Zalil dozhd’ cherdak” was the moved version of
“Dozhd’ zalil cherdak”. Language 2 consisted of the same S–V–Sbd sentences. However,
the moved version of each sentence followed the S–Sbd–V structure. The sentence pairs are
listed in Table 1. It should be noted that there were neither morpho-syntactic nor phono-
logical nor semantic cues to grammatical categories, therefore to the non-Russian-learning
infants, the stimuli sentences were merely word strings with specific positional information.
In other words, the rule for Language 1 can be formulated as ABC–BAC, and the rule for
Language 2 as ABC–ACB. Both rules require tracking of non-adjacent words across sen-
tences within a pair as well as noticing the regular pattern across multiple pairs for the same
language.

The speech stimuli were recorded by a female Russian native speaker in the child-
directed speech style. The sampling frequency was 44.1 Khz, and the bit rate 16 bit. The
average sentence duration was 3.8 s. The recorded speech was then organized into four
sound files. File 1 contained eight out of the 12 original sentences (S–V–Sbd) and their
moved versions in Language 1, i.e., eight pairs of sentences. File 2 contained the same
eight sentences and their moved versions in Language 2. The remaining four original
sentences were organized into the following sound files. File 3 contained two of these
sentences and their moved versions in Language 1, i.e., two sentence pairs. File 4 con-
tained the other 2 original sentences and their moved versions in Language 2. Files 1 and
2 were used as training materials, and Files 3 and 4 as testing materials. Within each
sound file an original sentence was always immediately followed by its moved version
(e.g., “Dozhd’ zalil cherdak.” followed by “Zalil dozhd’ cherdak.”). The original and the
moved versions within each pair were separated by approximately 700 ms. The pause between
any two pairs was fixed at approximately 1,200 ms. The pairs within any sound file were ran-
domly ordered.

The visual stimulus was a cartoon animation of many multi-colored circles that changed
sizes. A water wave sound was also used to accompany this animation during the contin-
gency training phase of the experiment, which is described in the next section. In addition,
we created an attention getter, an animation of blue bubbles accompanied by a cricket sound,
to be presented between all trials.
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Table 1 Training and testing
materials

Training exemplars

Language 1 Language 2

File 1 File 2

1. Dozhd’ zalil cherdak 1. Dozhd’ zalil cherdak

Zalil dozhd’ cherdak Dozhd’ cherdak zalil

2. Veter gnyot derev’ya 2. Veter gnyot derev’ya

Gnyot veter derev’ya Veter derev’ya gnyot

3. Ozero pokrylos’ l’dom 3. Ozero pokrylos’ l’dom

Pokrylos’ ozero l’dom Ozero l’dom pokrylos’

4. Koni otdohnut segodnya 4. Koni otdohnut segodnya

Otdohnut koni segodnya Koni segodnya otdohnut

5. Staya letit klinom 5. Staya letit klinom

Letit staya klinom Staya klinom letit

6. Vorona nashla pugovitzy 6. Vorona nashla pugovitzy

Nashla vorona pugovitzy Vorona pugovitzy nashla

7. Belka zapaslas’ orehami 7. Belka zapaslas’ orehami

Zapaslas’ belka orehami Belka orehami zapaslas’

8. Solntze ozarilo gostinuyu 8. Solntze ozarilo gostinuyu

Ozarilo solntze gostinuyu Solntze gostinuyu ozarilo

Testing exemplars

File 3 File 4

9. Sneg ukutal gorod 11. Inej morozit styokla

Ukutal sneg gorod Inej styokla morozit

10. Druz’ya prinesli schenka 12. Medved’ naelsya myoda

Prinesli druz’ya schenka Medved’ myoda naelsya

Procedure and Design

The experiment started with the training phase, which took place in a large acoustic chamber.
A TV monitor was placed by one wall together with loudspeakers. A curtain surrounded
the equipment, leaving only the monitor visible. The infant and the parent were left alone
to play on the floor in the chamber. The parent was allowed to play with the infant without
making vocalizations. Training sentences were presented from the loudspeakers while the
circle animation was played on the monitor. Soft toys were available in the chamber, which
served to keep the infant from boredom.

During the training phase, each infant heard the stimuli sentences in one of the two lan-
guages, either Language 1 or Language 2. The sound file for the language was played four
times. The total duration was 314 s for Language 1 (File 1) and 305 s for Language 2 (File 2).

Following the training phase, the infant and parent were immediately invited to another
acoustic chamber for the remainder of the experiment, which included the pre-test phase, the
contingency training phase, and the test phase. The infant sat on the mother’s lap in front of a
TV monitor. Loudspeakers, which were hidden behind the monitor, presented auditory stim-
uli in synchrony with the circle animation on the monitor. The monitor and the loudspeakers
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were connected to a computer in the control room. An experimental program executed the
stimuli presentation. Below the display monitor in the testing chamber, a video camera filmed
the infant while sending the signal to a closed circuit TV in the control room. The researcher,
blind to all stimuli, observed the infant in the control room and pressed down a computer key
whenever the infant looked at the monitor. Each trial was initiated upon the infant’s look to
the monitor. Between all trials the attention getter was played to attract the infant’s attention
back to the monitor. The parent, who was asked not to interact with the infant, wore noise
cancellation headphones that delivered masking music.

The first step in this test room was the pre-test phase, consisting of two trials. During one
trial, all infants heard two novel sentence pairs (i.e., the original and their moved version)
in Language 1 (File 3). During another trial, two other novel sentence pairs in Language 2
(File 4) were presented. The two trials each lasted 21 s. Once a trial was initiated, it continued
for its entire duration. The order of the trials (either Language 1 first or Language 2 first) was
counter-balanced across infants. The pre-test was designed to give infants one full version of
the test sentences before the subsequent test phase.

In preparation for the test trials, the infant was trained with two contingency trials, which
presented the circle animation and the water bubble sound. These trials were designed to
teach the infant the full contingency between their looking and the presentation of the audio-
visual stimuli. That is, each trial was not only initiated by the infant’s looking to the display
monitor, but also terminated by his or her looking away from the monitor (for 2 s or more).
The maximum trial duration was 9 s if no look-away occurred during a trial.

Subsequently, the fully infant-controlled test trials began, with trial initiation and termina-
tion determined by the infant’s looks, as in the contingency trials. All infants heard the same
stimuli of the pre-test trials, Language 1 versus Language 2 trials, which were presented in
alternation for a total of 10 test trials. Since Languages 1 and 2 involved different sentences
and their full version had been presented during the pre-test trials, the infant could potentially
recognize the movement rule of the language without necessarily hearing the entire sentence
pair within a trial. Therefore, the pre-test and contingency phases ensured that the fully infant
controlled trials of the test phase could be reliably used. The maximum trial duration was 21 s
if the infant did not look away from the monitor for at least 2 s during a trial. The order of the
first test trial followed the same counter-balancing as the pre-test trial orders, such that if an
infant heard the Language 1 pre-test trial first, then he or she would also hear a Language 1
trial first during the test phase.

To summarize the design, infants were randomly assigned to one of the two training con-
ditions: Language 1 or Language 2. The two languages used the same vocabulary items, but
different word movement patterns. After training, all infants were tested with novel sentence
pairs representing Language 1 versus other novel sentence pairs representing Language 2.
Therefore, the test phase presented two trial types: Grammatical versus Ungrammatical. For
infants who received Language 1 training, the test trials presenting Language 1 were grammat-
ical whereas the test trials presenting Language 2 were ungrammatical. Conversely, for infants
who had been trained with Language 2 stimuli, the test trials presenting Language 2 were
grammatical whereas those presenting Language 1 were ungrammatical. We expected that if
infants were able to learn the rule represented by the training sentences in an abstract fashion,
they should discriminate the novel sentences in the two trial types during the test phase.

Results

Each infant’s average looking time per trial for Grammatical test trials versus Ungrammat-
ical test trials were calculated. A Paired t test was conducted to compare the looking times
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Fig. 1 11-month-old infants’ looking times to Grammatical versus Ungrammatical test trials in Experiment 1.
There was no significant looking difference for these two trial types

(i.e., listening times) of these two types of trials. There was no significant looking differ-
ence between the two trial types (Grammatical: M = 7.71s, SE = 0.88; Ungrammatical:
M = 8.41s, SE = 0.88; see Fig. 1), t (15) = −0.84, p = 0.41, two-tailed. The 11-month-
olds failed to show evidence of generalizing the word order movement rule to novel instances.
We thank Amy Arnott for research assistance. We also then inquired whether slightly older
infants have developed this learning ability. In Experiment 2 we conducted the same experi-
ment with 14-month-old infants.

Experiment 2

Methods

Participants

Participants were 16 infants aged 14 months (mean age: 14 months 15 days; range: 13 months
30 days–14 months 26 days) from various linguistic backgrounds (11 French; 1 English; 1
Japanese; 1 French-German bilingual; 1 French-Mandingue bilingual; 1 French-Portuguese
bilingual). None of them had any prior exposure to Russian. Seven additional infants were
tested, but their data were excluded from analysis due to failure to complete the experiment
(1), moving out of camera view during the test phase (2), singing during test trials (1), looking
time too short during the test phase (2 s or less for the majority of the test trials) (1), parental
interference (1), and experimenter error (1).

Materials, Design and Procedure

These aspects were the same as in Experiment 1.

Results

As in Experiment 1, the average looking time per trial for Grammatical test trials versus
Ungrammatical test trials were calculated for each infant. A Paired t test compared the
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Fig. 2 14-month-old infants’ looking times to Grammatical versus Ungrammatical test trials in Experiment 2.
Infants looked significantly longer during Ungrammatical trials than during Grammatical trials

looking times of these two types of trials. The looking difference between the two trial types
was significant (Grammatical: M = 5.35 s, SE = 0.71; Ungrammatical: M = 7.22 s, SE =
0.69), t (15) = −2.44, p = 0.027, two-tailed, see Fig. 2). Thus, unlike the 11-month-olds
in Experiment 1, the 14-month-olds demonstrated the ability to learn word order movement
rules and generalize them to novel instances.

Discussion

The present study investigated the development of abstract rule learning during early lan-
guage acquisition. Using an unfamiliar natural language, we demonstrated that between
11 and 14 months of age infants begin to learn abstract rules of word orders by tracking
non-adjacent elements across sentences. Infants were able to do so based on distributional
information, without relying on other cues such as semantic, phonological or morphological
cues. After a brief period of training with multiple pairs of sentences consistently exempli-
fying a word order rule (ABC–BAC, or ABC–ACB), infants derived the abstract rule and
applied it to novel sentences during the test phase.

Our results extend those of previous perceptual studies (Gerken 2006; Gómez and LaKu-
sta 2004; Marcus et al. 1999) by showing infants’ learning of a type of rule that is common
in the syntax of natural languages. It is entirely reasonable that the abstraction ability in our
study was observed in slightly older infants than in the previous studies since we used a more
difficult task. In our experiment infants needed to notice the systematic link within a pair of
sentences in terms of their associated word orders. They also had to track the word order
pattern across many sentence pairs. This differs from previous studies, which required the
tracking of a pattern across single sentences. Furthermore, the words we used were of unpre-
dictable, varying phonological and morphological characteristics, thus offering no assistance
to the identification of their sentential positions. Infants needed to rely on positional infor-
mation to track non-adjacent relations within each pair and across pairs of sentences. It is
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striking that a brief exposure was sufficient for 14-month-olds to generalize abstract word
order rules from rather complex speech stimuli.

It should be noted that although the training input to a given group of infants supported
the rule-governed movement of words in two specific positions in each sentence (e.g., ABC–
BAC), infants may have failed to derive this rule. They may have hypothesized another rule,
one requiring simply the repetition of the final word (i.e., C words) in the final position of
the second sentence of the pair while ignoring the initial and medial words. Alternatively,
they may have only attended to the inversion pattern of the initial and medial words while
ignoring the final position. These rule hypotheses could lead to the same looking results in
the test trials. While these alternative rules focus on part of the positions in each sentence,
which may be less complex than the derivation of the full ABC–BAC rule, they still require
abstract generalizations that involve non-adjacent words within and across sentence pairs. It
is necessary to mention that the possibility of alternative rule hypotheses that infants may
make would also apply to the previous studies by Marcus et al. (1999) and Gerken (2006).
Nevertheless, the crucial conclusion about infants’ abstract rule generalization is well attested
in those studies as well as in our present study.

In our study we recorded natural language productions for the exemplars instead of using
synthetic speech. This method ensured the naturalness of our experimental stimuli, although
certain distinct prosodic cues to the rules may be present. If so, infants may have used the cues
to learn the movement rules. Alternatively, infants may have simply tracked certain global
prosodic patterns of the sentences in the training set (e.g., tracking a characteristic prosodic
pattern for the BAC utterances) without learning any rule about word movement. We reason
that this latter possibility is unlikely because if it were the case that only prosodic patterns
were learned, then our 11-month-olds should have also yielded the same results as the 14-
month-olds. It is well documented in the infant speech perception field that acute sensitivity
to prosody is among the first abilities that infants exhibit, starting from birth (e.g., Christophe
et al. 2001; Höhle et al. 2009; Morse 1972; Nazzi et al. 1998; Skoruppa et al. 2011; Spring
and Dale 1977). Our 11-month-old infants did not discriminate the test trials, suggesting that
they were not simply extracting any prosodic patterns independent of the word movement
rule. It is therefore reasonable that both 11- and 14-month-olds in our experiments were
attempting to learn the abstract movement rules by tracking the individual word forms and
their distributional relations in the stimuli. The question of whether and how prosody may
assist the learning of movement rules is an empirical question that needs to be explicitly
addressed in future experiments.

The importance of abstract rule learning for syntactic acquisition cannot be overempha-
sized. Theoretically speaking, abstract rule formation could depend on a sizable vocabulary
and a certain level of language comprehension ability on the part of the child. Infants in
our study, on the other hand, showed an amazing ability to use distributional regularities
across complex sentences in a foreign language to generalize rather abstract rules. We dem-
onstrated that rule abstraction begins before infants enter the stage of productive vocabulary
learning and language comprehension. Therefore, initial rule abstraction does not require the
mediation of semantic representations.

The rules used in this study involved positional regularities of word orders. Syntactic
structures of human languages are far more complex than surface positional patterns. Syn-
tactic rules are defined in terms of abstract constituents beyond linear surface positions
of a fixed number of words. Although our experiment did not test rule learning involving
constituents, the question of applying abstract rules to novel instances would still be rele-
vant for constituent-based rule learning. Our study shows that distribution-driven abstraction
is a basic capacity that is available at the early stage of language acquisition. This ability,
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in combination with other types of linguistically pertinent knowledge that infants have gained
and will accumulate, may enable infants to achieve subsequent, more advanced learning of
syntactic rules involving the operations of grammatical constituents.
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